
What is it about life that might keep the Earth in a state that’s good for life? 
Biological novelty explores feedback space. Symbiosis stabilizes integral rein control. 
Integral rein control biases towards homeostasis. (Sometimes, maybe).  
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ABSTRACT
Lovelock’s Gaia hypothesis characterizes life as a planetary scale phenomenon, by means of which a self-perpetuating non-equilibrium biogeochemical state exhibits emergent homeostatic properties1,2. 
But what precisely is it about life that leads to any such homeostasis? I argue that life’s unique influence on the Earth system is the generation of novelty, which I define as discontinuity in the 
distribution of cause-effect relationships within time: such that an instance of novelty is the objectively earliest occurrence of a specific, subsequently repetitive, causal relationship connecting two 
changes3. Evolutionary innovation gives a direction to Earth history, whereby a previously unprecedented type of system comes into being from a definable time-point onwards (e.g. through a transition 
in the level at which natural selection operates4 or a qualitative change in biogeochemical cycling5). Symbiosis is a key part of such exploration of “feedback space” (and of course, the Gaia hypothesis2); 
and involves the coupling together of qualitatively different physiologies6,7,8 into a single unit of selection, often at a fitness cost8. I suggest that (sometimes) symbiosis may couple together physiologies 
with opposite environmental impact, creating within the life-environment interface the kind of “integral rein control”10,11 system conducive to homeostasis. The original Watson-Lovelock “Daisyworld”12

parable epitomizes such a system, and I argue that life’s influence on the Earth-system is analogous to a tendency towards formation of adaptive symbioses between black (warming) and white (cooling) 
“daisies”12. More broadly, I suggest3 that symbiosis exemplifies a general tendency towards novelty generation by interaction between systems that are functionally compatible but structurally distinct. 

1. THE ESSENTIAL “GEO-PHYSIOLOGICAL” FEATURES OF SYMBIOSIS
Working definitions:
Gaia: A planetary scale non-equilibrium state within Earth’s climate and life-environment interface, subject to homeostatic regulation that is 
causally attributable to the presence of life and absent from comparable lifeless planets.
Symbiosis: The reproductive coupling of ancestrally unrelated species for physiological and/or evolutionary benefit.

Argument 1: Any causal attribution of Gaia to life must be on the basis of life’s cybernetic/physiological properties, rather than the replication/information based properties associated with natural 
selection. (Life in general can be considered as a duality between information transfer and homeostasis).

“Natural selection inherently concentrates on local optimization and immediate advantage rather than on robustness and long-term benefit. This makes some features of organisms hard to 
explain …the solution may simply be that natural selection was not the crucial factor in their evolution…” 
Peter Saunders, 199411 (referring to certain cybernetic features within physiology)

Argument 2: Other properties of life of sufficient scale and generality to be plausibly relevant to Gaia, are symbiosis and novelty generation. Symbiosis fuses distinct physiological novelties within 
unrelated species into a single unit of selection, leading to some degree of regulation in the variables of physiological overlap between the initial two species. This explains why symbioses are often 
more physiologically robust; i.e. able to tolerate more sub-optimal environmental conditions, than the two species of which they are composed13,14.     
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2. SYMBIOTIC DAISYWORLD

Argument 3: Daisyworld’s integral rein control system is analogous to various physiological control systems10,11. Symbiosis creates new such control systems within the life environment interface, 
which may extend the boundary conditions over which habitability can be sustained. Illustration: The introduction of symbiosis into the Daisyworld model extends the habitable range relative to 
the original Watson-Lovelock Daisyworld.  
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If species 1 produces substance A and consumes substance B, and species 2 
produces B and consumes A, then a symbiosis will predictably occur between 
the two species. Say the optimal environmental levels of A and B for the growth 
of the species that consumes them are: 𝐴𝑂𝑃𝑇 (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠 2) and 𝐵𝑂𝑃𝑇 (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠 1).

* Whilst the two species are co-evolving prior to the onset of symbiosis, the A:B 
ratio in their shared environment will automatically be “regulated”  at about 
𝐴𝑂𝑃𝑇 (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠 2): 𝐵𝑂𝑃𝑇 (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠 1) ≈ 1 (otherwise the interaction will descend into 

parasitism and/or break down).
* Once the symbiosis has occurred it will tolerate/colonize environments 
exhibiting greater fluctuations in the A:B ratio than either initial species could 
have done alone. 

The photobiont in a lichen cannot extract nutrients 
from rock or regulate water potential in the way 
that a fungus can, the mycobiont cannot fix carbon. 
If these two limiting factors are viewed as a single 
“meta-variable”, i.e. 
𝑉 = 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 : (𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛), 
the symbiosis can be viewed as regulating this 
variable (perhaps sufficiently to outweigh the 
fitness cost of symbiotic co-operation).

In the original (Watson-Lovelock) Daisyworld model, black and white daisies inhabit the planet. White daisies cool their 
local environment,  gaining a selective advantage when planetary average temperature is hotter than the (shared, 
conserved) optimum. Black daisies warm their local environment, gaining a selective advantage when the planetary 
average temperature is too cold. Temperature homeostasis occurs (within limits) as a by product of the coexistence of 
these two species and their respective physiologies. The white species is the “decreasing rein” controlling planetary 
temperature, the black species the increasing rein”.  

In symbiotic Daisyworld, a third species is added: a symbiosis between the two original species. This white-black 
symbiotic daisy species can either warm or cool its environment, depending which will draw local temperature back 
towards the optimum. It is also (slightly) less sensitive to temperature deviating from optimum. These properties come 
at a fitness cost: The symbiosis does not grow as fast as the original daisy species and is selectively inferior to them.

The symbiosis colonizes the empty 
planet when no single species can, due 
to its increased tolerance of suboptimal 
temperatures. It is subsequently 
displaced, due to the fitness cost of 
symbiosis.  This does not stop an 
extension of the range of (luminosity) 
boundary conditions over which 
habitability can be maintained). 

3. NOVELTY AS CAUSAL DISCONTINUITY
Historical sciences illustrate how natural systems appear discontinuously during the history 
of nature. This novelty generation appears to accelerate in association with the presence of 
life. 

Argument 4: A natural regularity can be 
defined as the context-dependent repetitive 
persistence of a natural phenomenon that 
conforms to induction-based prediction and is 
thereby scientifically accessible. A scientifically 
inferable novelty is defined as the objectively 
earliest appearance in nature of a specific and 
subsequently repetitive natural regularity. 
Novelty (sometimes) results when systems that 
function in similar ways, but are composed of 
different stuff, interact in time and space. The 
definitive example of this is symbiosis3.

4. SUMMARY AND CLAUSES
1. Two way integral rein control reliably produces homeostasis of the sort invoked by the Gaia 
hypothesis10,11,12. 
2. Symbiosis plausibly stabilizes this integral rein control by coupling distinct physiologies in a single unit of 
selection13.
3. Consequently if there is any feature of life that does bias the Earth towards climatic homeostasis, it is the 
tendency of symbiotic novelty to link together two species with similar optimum conditions for growth, but 
different and complementary effects on the physical environment.3

4. Symbiosis invariably incurs some sort of fitness cost, but this maybe compensated for by increased 
physiological robustness14.
5. Life is plausibly nature’s most novel process, making Earth nature’s most novel (known) planet3, but 
symbiosis is necessary to translate the novelty that exists into feedbacks conducive to homeostasis. 
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“All the vital films (plankton, bottom and soil) and all 
the vital concentrations (littoral, sargassic and fresh 
water) have always existed…the distribution of energy 
in these vital films can only have been determined by 
living matter - the fundamental part, the only 
variable part, of the thermodynamic field of the 
biosphere.”
Vladimir Vernadsky, 1926
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